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About This Game

When Mother Nature does her worst, the Rescue Team does its best! Guide the brave members of the Rescue Team as they save
people in distress and rebuild a devastated infrastructure after earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions leave a once

prosperous land in ruins. You'll have to manage your resources well as you repair bridges and roads, restore factories and homes,
and send doctors and rescue dogs to save the sick and injured. Work quickly as you command a fleet of machines ranging from
helicopters and motorboats to airplanes and trains, and you'll beat the clock and win the gold! This special Collector's Edition of

Rescue Team 6 features a thrilling bonus chapter with all new adventures, a walkthrough of the entire game, downloadable
artwork, and more! Strap in for the thrill ride of a lifetime and begin the adventure today!

Dozens of thrilling levels

Timed and untimed game modes

Bright, colorful graphics

Achievements to unlock

Tons of bonus content
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Unfortunately the game only looks good if you happen to have stamp sized screen (800x600 looks ok).
Tried running it 1920x1080, and results were horrible.

Menu desing was horrible, you could atleast give player a brief of what theyre doing there and some settings could be set up at
fly (mouse speed)

Idea great, pricepoint should be twice lower if this is really going to be playable.

At the moment, it aint a full game.  It still has potential.

. Don't know what the devs are doing. I do know what they're not doing: fixing bugs. Note: I logged bugs for 3 out of 4
of their games and they are still open after months.
A real pity. This ruins a game with potential.. Not as Hello Kitty fan I find this game really fun So I recommend this
game to everyone who like to race with cute animal. I enjoy this game for the soul purpose of doing something with
someone. It's a pretty good game for it being early access. You have to mess around with the graphics a bit just to get
the right FPS. I bought it for myself as well as 2 of my cloest friends, we're enjoying it so far, Achievement hunting
type of game too.

GET IT IN THE HOLE. feels like the devs cut the ending from arcania and added some padding there and then added
lots of grotty paddig to this to grab another few bucks ! if you have already played arcania then you do think you need
this to find the end ????? hahahah well good luck ! but most people seem to think that the gothic series was assainated
at by arcania ! if it wasnt ??? then this has killed it good ! .... i feel i need to recomend this game but that is only
because i do believe that if you have played arcania you deserve an ending
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Puzzle? Nah...

Kind of felt like a point and click adventure where you hope for the best! The artworks are still great, but it does not warrant the
current price, because other then the art and story there is little content to justify such a high price!. I got this after I was hacked
by a Russian hacker and honestly it’s pretty good I would recommend.. Not a fan of the survival genre, but I am enjoying
playing this game a lot!
Love how the gameplay changes with the day-night cycle. Art and music are top-notch.

I think it is worth giving it a try even if survival isn't your thing.
Must play for anyone who liked Kingdom : New Lands!

. Adds more fun to an awsome game.. While not my favourite VR experience, it's isn't my least favourite either.

And it's really hard to argue with the price...
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